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SURVEY OF RECENT HALAKHIC PERIODICAL 
LITERATURE

LASER CIRCUMCISION

I. THE TRADITIONAL METHOD

T he usual method of excising the foreskin in performing ritual cir-
cumcision is by means of an incision using a sharp instrument. 
There are two references in Scripture to implements used for this 

purpose. In both cases the reference is to use of implements made 
of stone: “Zipporah took a stone and severed the foreskin of her son” 
(Exodus 4:25);1 “Make for yourself knives of stone and circumcise again 
the children of Israel….And Joshua made for himself knives of stone and 
circumcised the children of Israel” (Joshua 5:2-3).2 Nevertheless, the 
procedure need not necessarily be performed by utilization of a stone 
instrument. The Gemara, in Shabbat 130a, Yevamot 14a and Hullin 
116a, describes felling trees in order to make charcoal for the purpose of 
fashioning an iron implement to be used in the circumcision of an infant. 
The sole restriction found in talmudic sources regarding the material 
from which the cutting implement may be fashioned is an admonition 
recorded in Hullin 16b against using the casing of a reed, since, as ex-
plained by Rashi, reeds are prone to splintering and there is a concern 
that a splinter of the reed may pierce the membrum.

However, in codifying the regulations governing circumcision, 
Rambam, Hilkhot Milah 2:1, rules that, although all materials may be 
utilized “including stone and glass,” nevertheless, the “optimal [method 

1 Ez Yosef, commentary on Bereshit Rabbah 31:8, asserts that an incision made by 
iron heals more slowly than one made by stone. Since the circumcision was performed 
during travel in a place of danger, asserts Ez Yosef, Zipporah sought to mitigate the 
danger by using a stone implement. See also R. Moshe Sofer, Torat Mosheh, Parashat 
Shemot, s.v. va-tikah Zipporah. Cf., Hizkuni, Exodus 4:25, who comments that since 
Zipporah was traveling she used whatever implement was available. 

2 See Malbim, ad locum, who asserts that Joshua used stone rather than metal be-
cause, at the time, Joshua also engaged in purifying the populace in preparation for 
offering the paschal sacrifi ce. Use of metal would have nullifi ed the purifi cation ritual 
by causing renewed defi lement. Cf., R. Moshe Dov Welner, Teshuvot Hemdat Zevi, 
IV, no. 47, sec. 2. 
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of performing the] mizvah is to circumcise with an iron [implement].” 
Rambam unfailingly codifi es his rulings without supplying sources; ac-
cordingly, he does not reveal the basis for his recorded preference for 
employing a metal instrument.3 There are two midrashic sources support-
ing that preference. Midrash ha-Gadol, Exodus 4:25, declares that “Israel 
has the custom [of circumcision] by means of a knife.” A sixteenth-cen-
tury kabbalist, R. Mordecai ha-Kohen,4 Siftei Kohen, Parashat Shemot, s. 
v. shama’ti, cites a statement of Yalkut Shim’oni: “The Holy One, blessed 
be He, said to iron,5 ‘Make yourself soft so that stone may penetrate you 
and I will make for you a share in holiness, i.e., a circumcision knife and 
a slaughtering knife.’”6 R. Zevi Hirsch Hayes, Teshuvot Maharaz Hayes, 
no. 60, asserts that Rambam’s source is Targum Yonatan, Joshua 5:2,7 
followed by Rashi, who translates the phrase “harvot zurim” as “izemela-
van harifi n,” 8 i.e., “sharp knives.”9 Maharaz Hayes apparently under-
stands “izemlin” as connoting metal knives. 

R. Abraham Daniel, Brit Avaraham (Jerusalem, 5742), II, p. 300, 
states that metal is preferred in order to recall the binding of Isaac and 
Abraham’s grasping a knife in order to sacrifi ce his son. Levush, Yoreh 
De’ah 26:2, states that a metal implement is to be preferred for the simple 
reason that it is capable of being made sharp and thereby diminishing the 
pain experienced by the infant.

The earliest responsum discussing use of alternative means of excising 
the foreskin seems to be that of R. Meir Arak, Teshuvot Imrei Yosher, II, 
no. 14, sec. 3. Imrei Yosher was asked whether a caustic substance might 

3 Bi’ur ha-Gra, Yoreh De’ah 264:17, cites the Mishnah, Shabbat 130a, that records 
the opinion of R. Eliezer regarding chopping down trees “to make charcoal to pro-
duce iron” on the Sabbath in order to fashion a knife.

4 Not to be confused with R. Shabbetai ha-Kohen, the author of the classic com-
mentary on Yoreh De’ah and Hoshen Mishpat bearing the same title. The works of 
both authors are commonly referred to by the acronym “Shakh.”

5 In context, those words were addressed to the helmet of Goliath. See Perishah, 
Yoreh De’ah 264:7, who introduces this explanation with the phrase “I heard a reason 
on the basis of the Midrash.”

6 This comment, however, is not found in the published editions of Yalkut 
Shim’oni. See Teshuvot Hemdat Zevi, IV, no. 47, sec. 3.

7 See also Midrash Leket Tov (Pesikta Zutrati) which renders “helkat ha-zurim” that oc-
curs in II Samuel 2:16 as “pargla hinduna,” i.e., “Indian iron” (see Avodah Zarah 11a).

8 See also R. Yechiel Michel Epstein, Arukh ha-Shulhan, Yoreh De’ah 264:15.
9 Cf., however, Bereshit Rabbah 31:8 where “harvot zurim” is translated as “galbin 

de-tinuri.” Matnot Kehunah, ad locum, cites Rashi in defi ning “galbin” as “izemel” and 
“tunri” as “hard stone.” Both translations are offered by Hizkuni, Exodus 4:25. 
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be utilized in order to “burn” the foreskin. Imrei Yosher apparently found 
no problem in the use of a chemical rather than metal10 but ruled against 
the use of a medium that severs the foreskin without “a human act” 
(Hebrew: koah adam;11 Aramaic: koah gavra). Imrei Yosher cites Rashi, 
Kiddushin 21b, who explains that the ear of an indentured Hebrew ser-
vant who declines to accept freedom after the biblically stipulated period 
of servitude must be pierced by a metal implement rather than by means 
of a chemical because the chemical is simply placed on the servant’s ear 
and subsequently bores into the fl esh of its own accord rather than by 
means of “human power.”12

The question of employing laser rays for purposes of circumcision was 
fi rst discussed by R. Yitzchak Ya’akov Weisz, Teshuvot Minhat Yizhak, 
VIII, no. 89 and IX, no. 89. The issue was later discussed by Dr. Joseph 
Walfi sh in an article published in Assia, no. 56, (vol. 14, no. 4, Tishri 
5756), and most recently by R. Moshe Eliezer Wachtfogel in a contribu-
tion to Ateret Shlomoh, VIII (5763). Use of carbon dioxide laser technol-
ogy permitting the cutting of the soft tissue with simultaneous coagulation 
enables bloodless incision with minimal damage to adjacent tissues.13 

10 See Tosafot Ri ha-Lavan, Ketubot 5b, who writes “were it possible to perform 
[circumcision] by means of a chemical or other potions…would it not [satisfy the] 
mizvah?” Whether or not Ri ha-Lavan refers to a hypothetical chemical that destroys 
tissue instantaneously and hence unquestionably constitutes koah adam may be open 
to question, but he certainly does not require an act of cutting.

11 The issue of koah adam will be addressed more fully, infra, sec. II.
12 A differing analysis of Rashi’s view is presented by see R. Zevi Pesach Frank, 

Teshuvot Har Zevi, Yoreh De’ah, no. 143, and will be discussed infra, sec. II. 
13 It should be noted that electrocautery has long been available as a method of 

performing circumcision and presents many of the same halakhic issues. That proce-
dure has not been in medical use because electrocauterization to achieve hemostasis 
has been associated with electrical burns. See J. P. Gearhart and J. A. Rock, “Total 
Ablation of the Penis after Circumcision with Electrocautery: A Method of Manage-
ment and Long-Term Followup,” The Journal of Urology, vol. 142, no. 3 (September, 
1989), pp. 799-801. 

More recently, a group of Turkish urologists perfected a battery-operated dia-
thermic knife specifi cally designed for bloodless circumcision. That device does not 
pose the risks associated with electrocautery because it does not transfer electrical 
current into the tissues. Accordingly, the lesions created by the diathermic knife 
are limited in depth and character. See M. I. Karaman, B. Zulfi kar, T. Caskurlu 
et al., “Circumcision in Hemophilia: A Cost-Effective Method Using a Novel Device,” 
Journal of Pediatric Surgery, vol. 39, no. 10 (October, 2004), pp. 1562-1564. 

Circumcision without accompanying bleeding can also be accomplished by use of 
a clamp functioning as a hemostat. The most widely known of such clamps are the 
Gomco and the Mogen.
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Studies indicate that laser circumcision compares favorably with conven-
tional techniques employed by members of the medical profession in per-
forming circumcision surgery. Although ritual circumcision performed 
in the traditional manner results in far fewer complications, medical 
techniques result in post-operative morbidity in close to ten percent of 
circumcised infants and children.14 The most common complications, 
bleeding and infection, are signifi cantly reduced because of hemostasis 
provided by the laser procedure.15 Absence of bleeding renders the pro-
cedure particularly appropriate in performing circumcision upon patients 
suffering from hemophilia. 

A determination of the propriety of employing laser technology in 
fulfi lling the mizvah of circumcision is contingent upon resolution of a 
number of issues.

II. KOAH ADAM – A HUMAN ACT

Minhat Yizhak, in a relatively brief discussion, raises only the question of 
whether a direct physical act is required for fulfi llment of the mizvah. 
Minhat Yizhak cites Imrei Yosher’s refusal to permit use of a chemical 
agent because of that reason but whether “what occurs entirely by means 
of [laser] rays, without touching of the hand” is comparable to the meth-
od forbidden by Imrei Yosher he regards as an open question.

Imrei Yosher seems to accept as an antecedent principle that an act of 
“cutting” is not required but, as noted by Minhat Yizhak, nevertheless 
maintains that a “human act” is required. In addressing an entirely differ-
ent issue, R. Jacob Emden, She’ilat Ya’avez, I, no. 16, adopts a position 
similar to that of Imrei Yosher with regard to delineation of proximate 
cause. Rambam, Hilkhot Hovel u-Mazik 1:3, rules that “causing dough to 
become hamez,” ostensibly by placing a leavening agent upon the dough 
or kneading it into the dough, occasions statutory punishment. She’ilat 
Ya’avez expresses astonishment at Rambam’s ruling regarding penal 

14 See N. Williams and L. Kapila, “Complications of Circumcision,” British Journal 
of Surgery, vol. 80, no. 10 (October, 1993), 1231-1236.

15 See V. T. Joseph and T. L. Yap, “Laser Circumcision: A Novel Technique for 
Day-Care Surgery,” Clinical Innovations in Pediatric Surgery International, vol. 10 
(1995), 434-436 and George Voas, “Circumcision with the Nd: YAG Laser Contact 
Technique Compared with Conventional Surgery,” Photo Medicine and Laser Surgery, 
vol. 22, no. 4 (August, 2004), 318-322. See also A. C. S. W. How, C. C. P. Ong, 
A. Jacobsen and V. T. Joseph, “Carbon Dioxide Laser Circumcision for Children,” 
Pediatric Surgery, International. vol. 19, nos. 1-2 (April, 2003), 11-13.
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culpability on the ground that leavening does not occur immediately 
upon introduction of the leavening agent. She’ilat Ya’avez argues that, 
since the result is the product of changes that occur in the dough over a 
period of time, the act of combining the leavening agent with the dough 
must be regarded as a gerama with the result that, since there is no prox-
imate cause, the prescribed statutory punishment cannot be administered. 
Accordingly, She’ilat Ya’avez asserts that Rambam’s ruling must be un-
derstood as limited to a situation in which a person holds the dough in his 
hands and causes leavening to occur by warming the dough with the heat 
of his hands.16

R. Zevi Pesach Frank, Teshuvot Har Zevi, Yoreh De’ah, no. 143, inde-
pendently adduces the earlier-cited comment of Rashi, Kiddushin 21b, in 
demonstrating that a caustic agent may not be employed in boring the ear 
of an indentured servant who refuses to be released because such an act 
does not constitute proximate cause.17 Har Zevi, however, fi nds a contra-
diction to that conclusion in a discussion of the Gemara, Nazir 40a. Total 
shaving of body hair was prescribed at the time of consecration of the 
Levites in the wilderness and is a requirement imposed upon a Nazarite 
and a mezora.18 The Gemara establishes that the requirement of shaving 
body hair necessitates removal of hair by means of a razor and that use of 
a chemical agent or depilatory is not acceptable. Since specifi c biblical 
verses are adduced to establish that rule, contends Har Zevi, it should be 
inferred that, otherwise, use of a caustic agent would be regarded as con-
stituting an act of shaving. If so, concludes Har Zevi, employment of a 
caustic agent should be regarded as a proximate cause in all areas of 
Halakhah in which there is no similar exclusion, including piercing the 
ear of an indentured servant. Thus, the exclusion of use of a chemical to 
pierce the ear, derived on the basis of a biblical verse, is also limited to that 
particular halakhic requirement.

16 Cf., however, R. Eliezer Gordon, Teshuvot R. Eli’ezer, I, no. 12, secs. 8-9, who 
draws attention to Ramban, Bava Batra, Dina de-Garmi, who declares that an act 
is not regarded as mere gerama simply because the effect of the act does not follow im-
mediately but is somewhat delayed. Similarly, notes Teshuvot R. Eli’ezer, the Gemara, 
Shabbat 120b, requires a person who had a Divine Name “written” on his skin to 
wrap that portion of his body in gemi (a reed) before immersion in a mikveh in order 
to prevent a forbidden act of erasure. 

17 For a discussion of a similar controversy with regard to whether causing the death 
of a person or of a fetus by ingestion of a poison constitutes proximate cause or 
gerama see this writer’s Contemporary Halakhic Problems, I (New York, 1977), p. 333.

18 A person affl icted with a dermatological condition described in Leviticus 14. The 
usual translation of mezora as a “leper” is incorrect.
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Har Zevi cites the opinion of R. Eliezer Gordon of Telz, Teshuvot R. 
Eli’ezer, I, no. 12, secs. 6-7, who maintains that, although there is no 
culpability for violation of a negative commandment in the absence of 
proximate cause, there is no parallel requirement for proximate cause in 
fulfi llment of positive obligations. Nevertheless, such a requirement is 
established on the basis of talmudic exegesis with regard to shaving 
Levites, a Nazarite and a mezora. Accordingly, argues Har Zevi, Rashi, 
Kiddushin 21b, should be understood as explaining that it is on the basis 
of a specifi c biblical derivation governing only that particular requirement 
that the Gemara excludes use of a chemical in boring the ear of a servant 
because it is not a direct act. Indeed, the inference to be drawn is that in 
fulfi llment of other mizvot, gerama is suffi cient.19

Fulfi llment of commandments certainly requires koah adam and that 
principle is not negated by the thesis that such obligations can be fulfi lled 
by means of gerama. According to R. Eliezer Gordon and Har Zevi, 
gerama is acceptable – but only because it is koah adam. Conversely, there 
is no culpability for transgression by means of gerama despite the fact that 
it is a form of koah adam.20 Consequently, according to Rabbi Gordon 
and Har Zevi there would be no reason to exclude use of a caustic agent 
for purposes of circumcision – at least not on the basis of the requirement 
of koah adam.21

19 Much earlier, R. Chaim Judah Litwin, Sha’arei De’ah (Lemberg, 5638), no. 2, 
drew precisely this inference in establishing that mizvot may be fulfi lled by means of 
gerama. An entirely different responsum discussing a completely different issue re-
places this responsum in some copies of Sha’arei De’ah bearing the identical year and 
city of publication. See Yerushat Pleitah, no. 10, sec. 4. It is the latter version that was 
reproduced in the American offset edition. See also the opinion of the Reisher Rav cited 
in Yerushat Pleitah, no. 10, sec. 6. Cf., R. Alter Stinglitz, Zlah he-Hadash, no. 1.

20 Nevertheless, Har Zevi disputes She’ilat Ya’avez’s earlier-cited understanding of 
Rambam and accepts a literal reading of Rambam’s statement as ruling that introduc-
tion of a leavening agent entails culpability for statutory punishment despite the ab-
sence of proximate cause. Har Zevi notes that, unlike many prohibitions that interdict 
only overt acts, the commandment banning possession of hamez on Passover applies 
even to passive ownership. However, despite inclusion of passive possession in the 
prohibition, punishment cannot be administered unless the transgression is accom-
panied by a physical act. Har Zevi advances the novel concept that, for that purpose, 
proximate cause is not a necessary condition. Proximate cause is necessary, he asserts, 
only in cases in which an overt act is proscribed. In instances in which even passive 
conduct is interdicted, but punishment cannot be meted out because of the absence 
of a physical act, gerama, maintains Har Zevi, is suffi cient to engender culpability 
precisely because gerama does constitute koah adam. 

21 See R. Levi Yitzchak Halperin, Ma’aseh u-Gerama be-Halakhah (Jerusalem, 
5737), part I, chap. 3, who disputes the view of R. Eliezer Gordon and the Reisher 
Rav who maintain that gerama may be employed in fulfi lling mizvot but recognizes 
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As has already been noted, Imrei Yosher apparently regards placing a 
caustic agent upon the foreskin as a gerama, i.e., as lacking in proximate 
causation, and hence as lacking the character of a human act. Use of a 
clamp involves a similar delay before the tissue becomes necrotic. If so, 
directing laser rays, which sever tissue instantaneously, to the foreskin 
should logically represent a halakhically recognized human act and hence 
constitute a valid mode of circumcision. Yet Minhat Yizhak expresses 
doubt with regard to the acceptability of employing laser rays for this 
purpose. Read literally, Minhat Yizhak’s doubt seems to be based upon 
the absence of tactile contact between the laser device wielded by the 
operator and the foreskin. That appears to be the import of Minhat 
Yizhak’s comment that severing the foreskin is accomplished by “rays” 
rather than “contact by means of the hand.”

Dr. Walfi sh, however, is under the impression that Minhat Yizhak’s ob-
jection lies in the fact that the heat of the laser beam is “non-human” in 
nature.22 Accordingly, he observes that severance of the foreskin results 
from the combination of two separate forces: 1) the heat generated by the 

that, if so, the discussion in Nazir 40a serves to establish that employment of a depila-
tory or caustic agent constitutes proximate cause. 

A contemporary authority, R. Yitzchak Zilberstein, Ve-Ha’arev Na (n.d.), I, 68, 
cites an intriguing midrashic statement suggesting that koah adam is not required 
in performing circumcision. Midrash Tanhuma, Parashat Lekh Lekha, sec. 17, re-
ports that Abraham’s foreskin “was bitten by a scorpion and he became circumcised.” 
That statement, however, is contradicted by Yalkhut Shim’oni, Nehemiah, sec. 1,071, 
which declares that Abraham was fearful because of his advanced age and frailty and 
God responded by grasping the knife together with him.

22 Understood in that manner, Minhat Yizhak’s thesis is that, since laser beams 
cannot be immediately perceived by the senses, they are to be deemed non-natural or 
“metaphysical” in nature. Cf., Iggerot Mosheh, Even ha-Ezer, I, no. 62, who permits 
use of spermicides, in part, because they do not destroy sperm but rather “remove 
the power of procreation,” i.e., they produce a chemical reaction rendering the sperm 
incapable of fertilizing an ovum. Orally, he described the chemical transformation that 
takes place in the sperm as “ruhniyut,” i.e., as metaphysical.

See, however, Leket Tov, II, no. 98, who opines that employing the Divine Name in 
killing a person constitutes capital homicide. See also R. Chaim Joseph David Azulai, 
Devash le-Pi 40:5. Similarly, Geza Yishai 1:1, forbids producing a living creature on 
Shabbat by means of a Divine Name. On the other hand, Teshuvot Hatam Sofer, VI, 
no. 29, cites Shelah in opining that Moses was permitted to write Torah scrolls on 
Shabbat because he “wrote” by employing the Divine Name. The issue in those cases 
is further complicated by the question of whether a verbal pronouncement qualifi es 
as an “act” for purposes of culpability. If it does not, that consideration would itself 
negate the possibility of biblical transgression. See R. Ovadia Yosef, Teshuvot Yabi’a 
Omer, I, no. 19, secs. 8-10. 
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laser device; and 2) the human act directing and focusing the heat of those 
laser beams. If so, he correctly argues, the situation is comparable to a dog 
that seizes a burning ember and places it upon a combustible object and 
thereby destroys the object. The Gemara, Bava Kamma 22a, declares that, 
regardless of whether or not there is liability for damage caused by the sub-
sequently spreading fi re, there is certainly liability for destruction of the item 
upon which the coal has been placed. Destruction of that object is attrib-
uted by the Gemara to the direct act of the dog. Whereas destruction of 
objects in the wake of a fi re is the effect of two complementary causes, viz., 
the act of kindling the fi re and the wind which causes it to spread.23

If Minhat Yizhak is understood as suggesting that a “human act” must, 
by defi nition, involve tactile contact in some way, that objection is a non se-
quitur. Nevertheless, the notion that only tactile contact qualifi es as proxi-
mate cause is certainly novel and may well have far-reaching implications in 
other areas of Halakhah, for example, with regard to Shabbat violations.24

Dr. Walfi sh takes note of other reasons to question whether use of 
electrical machines, laser devices, and the like represent koah adam. Elec-
trical implements are put into operation by pressing a button or pulling a 
lever. Such an act only completes an electrical circuit which, in turn, sets 
into action a series of other events. Hence the issue is whether pressing 
the button constitutes proximate cause in situations in which a human act 
is required, e.g., spinning zizit, baking mazot for purposes of fulfi lling the 
mizvah, tanning hides for use in preparing phylacteries or Torah scrolls, 
etc. Sources discussing that issue are compiled by R. Levi Yitzhak Halpern, 
Ma’aseh u-Gerama be-Halakhah (Jerusalem, 5738) and R. Eliezer Walfi sh, 
Ha-Hashmal be-Halakhah (Jerusalem, 5738), I, 156-157.

It seems to this writer that the question may be of no relevance to the 
issue at hand. The issue with regard to zizit, for example, is only whether 

23 In a letter to the editor published in Assia, no. 59-60, vol. 15, no. 3-4 (Iyar 
5757), R. Aaron Blatt cites Hullin 8a in contending that the effect of laser-generated 
heat cannot be regarded as the effect of a human act. That Gemara discusses the use 
of a heated knife for ritual slaughter and rules that the slaughter is invalid if the tis-
sues are severed by heat before they are cut by the sharpness of the knife. The editors 
properly respond that slaughter has requirements beyond koah adam. Rabbi Blatt 
assumes that, although the knife is directed by the slaughterer, the effect of its heat is 
not deemed to be a human act. However, slaughter must certainly be accomplished 
by cutting, i.e., by means of drawing a sharp implement over the trachea and esopha-
gus. See Jeremiah 9:7 as cited in Hullin 30a. Accordingly, even if use of a red-hot 
knife constitutes a human act, severing the tissues by means of burning is not a valid 
form of slaughter.

24 Cf., supra, note 22.
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the resulting spinning can be attributed to the person pressing the button 
on the machine. The same question may arise with regard to a fi re pro-
duced by pressing a button. But once the fi re is created, the movement or 
placement of the fi re, or of a glowing coal, is assuredly a human act direct-
ly attributable to the person who physically removes an already burning 
fi re or glowing coal and places it elsewhere. Pressing a button on an al-
ready positioned laser device may not be koah adam with regard to sever-
ance of tissue penetrated by those rays; but, if a device already emitting 
laser beams is moved from place to place, the resultant destruction of 
tissue is certainly koah adam.25 Teshuvot Bet Ya’akov, no. 104, cited by 
Pithei Teshuvah, Yoreh De’ah 264:3, rules that regulations governing 
circumcision do not apply to the excision of the entire prepuce but only 
to severance of the fi nal portion of the foreskin. It would seem that the 
identical principle would apply to the requirement for koah adam. 

In practice, the site to which laser beams are to be directed is identi-
fi ed and marked in advance. The device delivering the laser beam is then 
directed to that site and the button releasing the beam is depressed. The 
device cannot be activated in advance and then placed in situ because 
exposure to undirected beams is likely to cause signifi cant harm. Howev-
er, it has been suggested that a shield might be placed over the apparatus 
before it is activated. The machine would then be turned on and, while 
already emitting rays protected by a shield, positioned over the foreskin. 
The shield would be removed only after the device is in place and protec-
tion by the shield no longer required. Since already existing laser rays are 
brought to bear upon the foreskin by means of a direct human act, such 
a procedure would seem to satisfy the requirement for koah adam. 

III. CUTTING THE FORESKIN OR EXPOSING THE GLANS?

The issue with regard to use of a caustic substance in performing circum-
cisions is actually more complex than the manner in which it is posed 
by Imrei Yosher and has been discussed at length in connection with use 

25 Dr. Abraham S. Abraham, Nishmat Avraham, V (Jerusalem, 5757), Yoreh De’ah 
264:2, sec.1, cites R. Shlomoh Zalman Auerbach who ruled against use of laser beams 
for circumcision “because the person does not sever [the foreskin] by means of his 
own power; rather, he directs the laser rays and this cuts of its own accord.” The pre-
cise meaning of that statement is unclear. Pointing laser beams should logically be no 
different from placing a burning ember upon the foreskin, which would certainly be 
regarded as a human act.
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of various clamps, particularly the Gomco and the Mogen. The initial 
question involves the precise defi nition of the word “milah,” rendered in 
the vernacular as “circumcision.” Targum Onkelos consistently translates 
the term as stemming from “mol,” meaning “to cut.” That understand-
ing is accepted by linguists and clearly captured in the German word for 
circumcision, “Beschneidung.” 

However, R. Moshe Sofer, Teshuvot Hatam Sofer, Yoreh De’ah, no. 
249, points to the biblical command addressed to Joshua, “circumcise 
(mol) the children of Israel a second time” (Joshua 5:2). The notion of a 
repeated circumcision is certainly perplexing. Talmudic exegesis interprets 
the verse as referring to the act of excising the mucous membrane under-
lying the foreskin, known as peri’ah, an act not commanded to Abraham 
but proclaimed an integral facet of circumcision at Mount Sinai. Typically, 
in peri’ah, the mucous membrane is not cut with a sharp knife but is simply 
retracted and peeled away with a fi ngernail.26 Nevertheless, the verb em-
ployed in Scripture is the same as that used in reference to incision of the 
foreskin, viz., mol. Accordingly, deduces Hatam Sofer, the term “mol” 
should be understood not as “cutting” or “severing” but as “removal.” 
Indeed, Targum Onkelos himself translates the term as removal in the fi gu-
rative use of the term in the verse, “and the Lord your God will circumcise 
(u-mol) your heart” (Deuteronomy 30:6).27 Hence, explains Hatam 
Sofer, the blessing “al ha-milah” connotes peri’ah no less so than milah. 
That position is endorsed by R. Chaim Halberstam, Teshuvot Divrei Hayyim, 
Yoreh De’ah, II, nos. 114 and 116.27a A contemporary of Hatam Sofer, 
R. Jacob Ettlinger, Teshuvot Binyan Zion, no. 88, also asserts that the term 
mol does not connote “severing” but the removal of that which is “stopped 
up” or sealed.28 If so, the essence of circumcision is simply removal of the 
foreskin, and the manner in which it is removed is of no consequence.29 

26 Pesikta Rabbati, cited in Yalkut Shim’oni, Tehillim, chap. 35, sec. 723. The 
practice of using fi ngernails for peri’ah will be discussed in greater detail, infra, sec. V.

27 Nevertheless, as noted by R. Samuel ha-Levi Woszner, Teshuvot Shevet ha-Levi, 
IX, no. 211, in the numerous instances in which the word occurs with reference to 
circumcision, Targum Onkelos translates the term as a conjugation of the verb “to 
cut.”

27a For a differing analysis of the view of Divrei Hayyim, see R. Moshe Sternbuch, 
Dat ve-Halakhah (Jerusalem, 5730), pp. 63-65.

28 R. Judah Aryeh Loewe of Prague, Gur Aryeh, Shabbat 106a, declares that 
“wounding” is not intrinsic to fulfi llment of the commandment. According to Gur 
Aryeh, the essence of circumcision is simply exposure of the glans. 

29 See also Tosafot Ri ha-Lavan, cited supra, note 10. 
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This is also the position of R. Menachem Mendel Schneerson, Teshuvot 
Zemah Zedek, Yoreh De’ah, no.202, sec. 8 and no. 203.29a 

Other authorities disagree and regard the act of cutting to be integral 
to fulfi llment of the mizvah. R. Abraham Danzig, Binat Adam, Sha’ar Ri-
nah ve-Yeshu’ah, apparently maintains that the prepuce in its entirety must 
be excised by means of a knife since he rules that portions of the foreskin 
may not be retracted together with the underlying mucous membrane in 
the process of performing peri’ah with fi ngernails.29aa That is also the view 
of Hamudei Dani’el as cited by Pithei Teshuvah, Yoreh De’ah 264:13;29aaa 

R. Yehudah Asad, Teshuvot Yehudah Ya’aleh, no. 251; and R. Yitzchak 
Isaac Safran of Komarno, Ketem Ofi r, Commentary on Megillat Ester, 
8:17.

In an earlier responsum, Minhat Yizhak, V, no. 24, sec. 2, Rabbi Weisz 
cites Imrei Yosher’s ruling with regard to employment of caustic substances 
in forbidding use of the Mogen clamp.30 The Mogen, as is the case with 
regard to other clamps, is used as a hemostat to cut off the fl ow of blood 
to the foreskin. Necrosis sets in almost immediately with the result that the 
tissue can be sloughed off without need for an incision and, indeed, the 

29a Cf., R. Yitzchak Blaser, Pri Yizhak, II., no. 30, s.v. ve-hineh. 
29aa The question originally arose with regard to the practice of some mohalim to 

sever the foreskin in a manner that allowed a small portion covering the corona to 
remain intact. In performing peri’ah, they also retracted that portion of the foreskin, 
thereby exposing the entire glans including the corona. Thus the entire foreskin was 
removed but not by means of incision.

29aaa For additional citations and further discussion of the controversy, see R. Moshe 
Sternbuch, Mo’adim u-Zemanim, vol. III., no. 231, and idem, Dat ve-Halakhah, pp. 
62f.

 30 In addition to Minhat Yizhak, use of clamps for circumcision, including but 
not limited to, the Gomco clamp and the Mogen, was forbidden by R. Ben-Zion 
Uziel, Mishpetei Uzi’el, Mahadura Tinyana, Yoreh De’ah, no. 48, sec. 1, and idem in 
a note appended to R. Chaim Jacob Bloom, Brit Olam (Brooklyn, 5710), p. 235f.; 
R. Eliezer Waldenberg, Ziz Eli’ezer, VIII, no. 29, X, no. 38 and XX, no. 52, sec. 2; R. 
Yitzchak Isaac ha-Levi Herzog, Pesakim u-Ketavim le-ha-Gry’a Herzog, IV, no. 81, 
sec. 1; R. Zevi Pesach Frank, cited in Ziz Eli’ezer, VIII, no. 29; and R. Joseph Eliyahu 
Henkin, Edut le-Yisra’el, p. 144, reprinted in idem, Kol Kitvi ha-Gry’a Henkin, I 
(New York, 5741). A formal ban against use of clamps issued by the Union of Or-
thodox Rabbis of the United States and Canada was published in Ha-Pardes, Shevat 
5711, p. 31. Use of the Mogen was also formally banned by the bet din of the Edah 
ha-Haredit of Jerusalem. The text of that ban appears in Ziz Eli’ezer, XIX, no. 68. In 
that responsum, Ziz Eli’ezer reports that, in a particular instance in which the Mogen 
was used, the late R. Yechezkel Abramsky required subsequent hatafat dam brit. See 
also R. Moshe Feinstein, Iggerot Mosheh, Yoreh De’ah, II, no. 119 and Yoreh De’ah, 
III, nos. 98 and 99. For a survey of those responsa see R. Joseph David Weisberg, 
Ozar ha-Brit (Jerusalem, 5762), III, 265-280. See also, Dat ve-Halakhah, no. 2.
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foreskin would eventually atrophy and fall off of its own accord. The Ge-
mara, Eruvin 100b, declares that severing a dead tree or a dried plant from 
the ground does not constitute a violation of the biblical prohibition 
against removing vegetation from its source of growth. A similar state-
ment is recorded in Eruvin 103a with regard to dried fl esh. Minhat Yizhak 
declares that securing the Mogen and cutting off the fl ow of blood is com-
parable to placing a chemical upon the foreskin that would eventually de-
stroy the tissue, a procedure already forbidden by Imrei Yosher.

IV. DAM BRIT – THE BLOOD OF THE COVENANT

Both procedures utilizing a clamp and procedures using laser rays, when car-
ried out as designed, involve no bleeding. The issue is whether blood-letting 
is an essential element of the mizvah of circumcision. The biblical phrases 
“in your blood shall you live” (Ezekiel 16:6) and “because of the blood 
of your covenant” (Zechariah 9:11) are understood as references to cir-
cumcision. Both verses are cited by Mekhiltah 5:28 in support of the 
statement that our ancestors were given two commandments, “the blood 
of the paschal sacrifi ce and the blood of circumcision,” so that they might 
acquire merit in order to be redeemed. The concept of “the blood of 
circumcision,” i.e., dam brit, is refl ected in a plethora of midrashic state-
ments.31 Moreover, the formula of the blessing recited in conjunction 
with the circumcision of converts, “la-mul et ha-gerim u-le-hatif mehem 
dam brit – to circumcise the converts and to cause the blood of the 
covenant to trickle from them,” incorporates the notion of dam brit.32 

31 See, for example, Midrash Rabbah, Bereshit 63:18, Shemot 15:13, 17:3, 19:6, 
Shir ha-Shirim 5:3, 7:5 and Ruth 6:1. See also Ozar ha-Midrashim, J.D. Eisenstein, 
ed., I, 146.

32 In an attempt to rebut the prima facie proof presented by the formula la-mul et 
ha-gerim u-le-hatif mehem dam brit in the blessing pronounced upon circumcision of 
a convert, Dr. Walfi sh points to the absence of the phrase in the blessing pronounced 
upon circumcision of a Jew and suggests that the nature of the mizvah with regard 
to circumcision of converts is entirely different from the nature of the mizvah in cir-
cumcision of naturally born Jews. The letting of blood, argues Dr. Walfi sh, is integral 
to the circumcision of a convert because it is the occasion of the convert’s entry into 
God’s covenant with Israel. A Jew, on the other hand is a party to that covenant from 
birth, as is refl ected in the blessing upon completion of the circumcision, “who has 
sanctifi ed His beloved from the abdomen,” and circumcision is only a visual symbol of 
the original covenant. On that analysis, it must be concluded that laser circumcision 
should not be employed in circumcision of a convert.
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In addition, the Zohar, Parashat Lekh Lekha 75a, depicts circumcision as 
a form of sacrifi ce and, as stated by the Gemara, Hullin 29a, the essence 
of a sacrifi ce is the letting of blood. The question is whether those refer-
ences are construed as describing a merely symbolic aspect of the com-
mandment or whether they are to be understood as refl ecting a normative 
requirement and, if so, whether absence of bleeding invalidates the 
circumcision.32a

At least two early-day authorities regard bleeding to be intrinsic to 
fulfi llment of the commandment. The Gemara, Shabbat 134a, reports 
that there was once a woman who had two sons who perished as a result 
of circumcision. Upon giving birth to a third son, she brought him before 
Rabbi Nathan. Rabbi Nathan observed that the infant manifested a yel-
low pallor. He proceeded to scrutinize the child but failed to perceive the 
presence of blood that would serve as dam brit. Thereupon, he advised 
the mother to delay circumcision of her child until dam brit would course 
through the body. Both Rashi and Rabbenu Nissim, in their respective 
commentaries ad locum, remark that absence of the requisite blood a) is 

In point of fact, the disparate nature of the formulae of the blessing is noted by 
Rabbenu Nissim, Shabbat 137b. Although Dr. Walfi sh endeavors to read his thesis 
into Rabbenu Nissim’s explanation of the disparity, Rabbenu Nissim seems to be 
saying that the blessing merely refl ects the dual function of circumcision in the case 
of a convert: a) the mizvah of circumcision; and b) more fundamentally, entry into 
the covenant. Hence, the dual expression la-mul et ha-gerim u-le-hatif mehem dam 
brit. Rabbenu Nissim does not negate the concept of dam brit in circumcision of a 
Jew; he merely states that the “blood of circumcision” is identical to the covenant of 
Israel “and we do pronounce the blessing for the covenant.” Rabbenu Nissim adds 
that “le-hatif mehem dam brit” is incorporated in the blessing of the circumcision of 
the convert because many converts are already circumcised and require only hatafat 
dam. Regarding the different formulae of the blessing see also Ha-Ma’or ha-Katan, 
Shabbat 137b. 

Mishpetei Uzi’el apparently understands Rabbenu Nissim’s phrase “and we do pro-
nounce the blessing for the covenant” as referring to the blessing “le-hakhniso be-brito 
shel Avraham avinu” recited by the father and understands Rabbenu Nissim as declar-
ing that blessing to constitute a reference to dam brit.

Iggerot Mosheh, Yoreh De’ah, II, no. 119, points to the need for a further act of 
hatafat dam in cases of an invalid circumcision, e.g., a circumcision performed at 
night or before the eighth day, and argues that, were blood-letting not an integral 
part of the mizvah, that requirement would be devoid of meaning. Iggerot Mosheh 
does, however, maintain that, although an integral part of the mizvah, absence of 
bleeding, post factum, does not serve to invalidate the mizvah. 

32a Dat ve-Halakhah, p. 60, cites reports that R. Chaim ha-Levi Soloveitchik main-
tained that dam brit constitutes fulfi llment of a mizvah, distinct from that of milah 
derived from the verse “ve-atah et briti tishmor” (Gen. 17:9) and, indeed, need not 
be performed on the eighth day.
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a source of danger and b) “causing dam brit to fl ow is a mizvah,33 as it 
is written ‘in the blood of your covenant’ (Zechariah 9:14).”34 That view is 
not contradicted by any other early-day authority. In addition, R. Ben-Zion 
Uziel, Mishpetei Uzi’el, Mahudura Tinyana, Yoreh De’ah, no. 48, sec. 
1;35 Ziz Eli’ezer, VIII, no. 28, sec. 3; Minhat Yizhak, IV, no. 24, sec. 2; 
Rabbi Herzog, Pesakim u-Ketavim le-ha-Gry’a Herzog, IV, no. 81, sec. 
1 and Iggerot Mosheh, Yoreh De’ah, II, no. 119 and III, nos. 98 and 99, 
all regard dam brit as a necessary element in fulfi lling the mizvah and fi nd 
that consideration to be suffi cient for banning the use of any clamp that 
would result in a dry circumcision.36

Use of a clamp does not preclude bleeding in every instance. In re-
tracting the foreskin in order to attach the bell-shaped portion of the 
Gomco clamp over the glans it is sometimes necessary to make a slit along 
the length of the prepuce. That incision will, of course, cause some bleed-
ing. Rabbi Herzog declares that such blood cannot be considered dam 
brit because the bleeding does not arise from the removal of the fore-
skin.37 Even more extreme is the position of Minhat Hinnukh, no. 2, sec. 3, 
cited by Rabbi Herzog. Minhat Hinnukh states that in a situation in 

33 R. Mordecai Benet, Magen Avot, p. 40, s.v. ha-shohato, demonstrates that this 
view is also refl ected in a ruling of Rambam, Hilkhot Shabbat 8:7. See also Lev Aryeh, 
Hullin 47b, in his commentary to Tosafot, ad loc., s.v. shlishi. Other authorities who 
regard letting of blood as an element of the mizvah include Teshuvot Mishkenot 
Ya’akov, Yoreh De’ah, no. 63; Teshuvot Avnei Nezer, Yoreh De’ah, II, no. 338; and 
R. Ze’ev Greenwald, Ot Brit 263:3. See also R. Menachem Mendel Sherbei, Meshiv 
Nefesh: Brit Shalom, nos. 1-12.

34 Dr. Walfi sh notes that there is a parallel version of this anecdote in Midrash 
Rabbah, Shir ha-Shirim 7:5, that states that Rabbi Nathan advised delaying circumci-
sion solely because “we have learned (Shabbat 137a) that a sick child is not circum-
cised before he becomes well.” That source, however, does not mitigate the weight 
that must be given to the clearly expressed view of early-day authorities.

35 See also Rabbi Uziel’s note appended to Brit Olam, p. 235f.
36 A child born without a foreskin requires only “hatafat dam brit – letting the blood 

of the covenant.” R. Isaac Schmelkes, Teshuvot Bet Yizhak, Orah Hayyim, no. 36, sec. 
1, cites Shakh, Yoreh De’ah 362:2, in establishing that when there is no foreskin, hatafat 
dam brit may not be performed on Shabbat. On the strength of this distinction 
between circumcision, which is performed on Shabbat, and hatafat dam brit, which is 
not performed on Shabbat, Bet Yizhak asserts that the two are really distinct mizvot. 
See also R. Yonatan Steif, Teshuvot Mahari Shteif, no. 106 and R. Menasheh Klein, 
Mal ve-Lo Para (Brooklyn, 5744), chap. 21. 

37 Cf., however, Rabbi Henkin, Edut le-Yisra’el, p. 144, republished in Kol Kitvei 
ha-Gry’a Henkin, I, who, without elaboration, insists not only that the foreskin be ex-
cised before circulation is cut off but also that the slit along the length of the prepuce 
be made by a mohel rather than by a physician. 
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which a Jew commences to make the incision and bleeding occurs but 
removal of the foreskin is completed by a non-Jew, the bleeding caused 
by the Jew’s initial act is not considered to be dam brit because it was not 
immediately followed by a valid act of circumcision. Iggerot Mosheh, Yoreh 
De’ah, III, no. 98, considers it possible that blood expressed before sev-
erance of the foreskin may indeed be deemed dam brit but does not re-
solve the issue. Although Rabbi Herzog rules that a clamp should not be 
used, nevertheless, post factum, he regards the circumcision as valid de-
spite the fact that necrosis sets in before the foreskin is removed. Similar-
ly, Iggerot Mosheh, Yoreh De’ah, no. 119, maintains that, although dam 
brit is integral to the mizvah, absence of bleeding does not invalidate the 
circumcision.

R. Shlomoh Yitzchak Levin, Minhat Shlomoh, I, no. 33, considers the 
requirement for dam brit to be insuffi cient reason to ban use of a clamp, 
provided that the procedure yields at least a drop of blood. That is 
certainly possible when using the Mogen, for example, because the he-
mostat can be released momentarily before the blood vessels have been 
completely sealed.38 Similarly, Iggerot Mosheh, Yoreh De’ah, II, no. 119, 
declares that a drop of blood is suffi cient and adds, contrafactually, that 
even use of the Gomco is associated with “a little” bleeding and that use 
of the Mogen may result in even “much” bleeding. Iggerot Mosheh never-
theless forbids use of all clamps because of 1) uncertainty regarding per-
missibility of their use on Shabbat; 2) uncertainty regarding the stage of 
the procedure at which the blessing should be pronounced; 3) the un-
necessary pain infl icted upon the infant; 4) and also because use of a 
clamp constitutes a departure from the accepted and traditional mode of 
performing the mizvah. Virtually the same considerations are repeated in 
Iggerot Mosheh, Yoreh De’ah, III, no. 99. 

Minhat Yizhak vigorously opposes the view that a minimum quantity 
of blood satisfi es the requirement of dam brit. Letting a drop of blood is 
certainly suffi cient if the infant is born without a foreskin or if the circum-
cision has been performed in an invalid manner. Nevertheless, Minhat 
Yizhak contends that a mere drop of blood does not suffi ce if a foreskin 
is present and must be removed. Minhat Yizhak asserts that all the blood 
yielded in a normal incision constitutes dam brit and hence it is prohib-
ited to diminish the fl ow of blood in any way.38a

38 Ziz Eli’ezer, XX, no. 52, sec. 2, forbids use of the Mogen even when not fi rmly 
clamped and even in circumstances in which failure to sanction use of the Mogen will 
result in abrogation of the mizvah.

38a See also Dat ve-Halakhah, pp. 61f.
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V. PERI’AH – REMOVAL OF THE MEMBRANE 
UNDERLYING THE FORESKIN

The mizvah of circumcision consists of two parts: 1) excision of the prepuce 
and 2) removal of the mucous membrane that lies under the foreskin cover-
ing the glans. The integral nature of removal of this mucous membrane, 
known as the “or ha-peri’ah,” to fulfi llment of the mizvah of circumcision is 
refl ected in the statement of the Mishna, Shabbat 137b, “One who circum-
cises but does not perform peri’ah is as if he did not circumcise.” The tradi-
tional method of performing peri’ah is by seizing the membrane and tearing 
it with the fi ngernails and thereby uncovering the glans.

The source for use of fi ngernails in this procedure may be traced to 
Pesikta Rabbati cited in Yalkut Shim’oni, Tehillim, chap. 35, sec. 723, in 
a comment on the verse “All my bones proclaim, ‘O Lord who is like 
unto You?’” (Psalms 35:10). This source understands David as declaring, 
“I praise you with all my organs and with them I fulfi ll mizvot…fi ngernails 
to fulfi ll the commandment of peri’ah and ritual sacrifi ce of birds and to 
gaze at the light of havdalah.”39 Rambam, Semag, Tur and Shulhan 
Arukh all refer to peri’ah as an act performed with fi ngernails. 

Moreover, circumcision and peri’ah are described in the selfsame 
halakhic sources as a two-step process. It is certainly possible to grasp the 
prepuce and the or ha-peri’ah together, pull them forward over the glans, 
and sever both tissues simultaneously. Many contemporary mohalim do 
so, usually by using a probe to loosen the or ha-peri’ah and then seizing 
both tissues and clamping them together by means of an ordinary hemo-
stat in order to assure that they are both cut at once.40 The sole advantage 
is the speed with which the circumcision is completed, a factor that ap-
peals to the popular, but largely erroneous, notion that the speedier the 
mohel, the more profi cient he must be.41

39 Cf., Midrash Tehillim, known as Midrash Shohar Tov, ed. Salomon Buber, chap. 
35, in which fi ngernails are associated with havdalah without mention of peri’ah. The 
entire comment is omitted in other editions of Midrash Shohar Tov. Citation of 
Midrash Shohar Tov by Iggerot Mosheh, Yoreh De’ah, I, no. 155 is imprecise.

40 See the many sources regarding use of fi ngernails and the issue of simultaneous 
severance of the foreskin and the or ha-peri’ah cited by R. Moshe Bunim Pirutinsky, 
Sefer ha-Brit, 4th ed. (New York, 5751) 264:sec. 7, pp. 206-213 and addenda, 
p. 418. 

41 This position is strongly endorsed by a host of latter day authorities including, 
inter alia, R. Ishmael ha-Kohen, Teshuvot Zera Emet, III, no. 132; R. Meir Shapiro, 
Teshuvot Or ha-Meir, no. 58; R. Eliyahu Posek, Koret ha-Brit 364:17; R. Jacob 
Breisch, Teshuvot Helkat Ya’akov, III, no. 81; Teshuvot Shevet ha-Levi, II, Yoreh 
De’ah, no. 132; and Arukh ha-Shulhan, Yoreh De’ah 264:19. See also the monograph 
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The most vigorous proponents of the use of fi ngernails for purposes 
of peri’ah are R. Jacob Ettlinger, Teshuvot Binyan Zion, no. 88, and R. 
Zevi Hirsch Chayes, Teshuvot Maharaz Hayes, no. 60.42 Binyan Zion 
observes that use of fi ngernails for the sacrifi cial slaughter of birds men-
tioned in the Yalkut Shim’oni is a normative requirement affecting the 
validity of the sacrifi ce. Although Binyan Zion concedes that performing 
peri’ah in some other manner does not invalidate the circumcision, and 
indeed, in an adult, in whom the or ha-peri’ah has thickened and become 
dense, a metal instrument should be employed, he categorizes abandon-
ing the use of fi ngernails for this purpose not only as “deviation from 
[the] custom of Israel but also as [violation of] an edict promulgated by 
our teachers, of blessed memory, in ancient times that has spread among 
all of Israel, and perhaps they are deviating from a tradition of Moses, our 
teacher.”43 Use of a clamp or of a laser device precludes use of fi ngernails 
for peri’ah. Earlier, an eighteenth-century authority, Pri ha-Adamah, 
Hilkhot Milah 2:2, strongly insisted upon the two-step process.44

authored by R. Menasheh Klein, Mal ve-Lo Para, in which the author marshals sourc-
es and arguments against simultaneous removal of the foreskin and the or ha-peri’ah, 
and supporting use of fi ngernails for peri’ah. Among the authorites cited are R. Jacob 
Kaminetsky, ibid., chap. 22, and R. Ya’akov Kanievski, ibid., chap. 56. 

Maharaz Hayes asserts that, in practice, it is not possible to perform peri’ah entirely 
by use of an instrument without assistance of fi ngernails. That assertion is empirically 
inaccurate.

42 Apart from halakhic considerations, employment of a clamp causes much more 
pain to the child and use of the Mogen poses a risk of inadvertently capturing a portion of 
the glans. In recent years, the manufacturer of the Mogen was found liable for damages 
in two separate cases. In the fi rst case the judgment was for $7.5 million. See Maame 
v. Mogen Circumcision Instruments, Ltd., No. 20061234A, 2007 WL 2706273 (Mass.
Super. Aug. 24, 2007). More recently, U.S. District Court Judge Jack B. Weinstein 
ordered Mogen Circumcision Instruments to pay $10.8 million in compensatory and 
punitive judgments. See L. G. ex rel. Gerges v. Mogen Circumcision Instruments, Ltd., 
No. CV06-5864, 2010 WL 2834833 (E. D. N. Y. Jul. 16, 2010). It is reported that 
the manufacturer has defaulted on the fi rst judgment and has recently gone out of busi-
ness. See T. Tagami, “Atlanta Lawyer Wins $11 Million Lawsuit for Family Botched in 
Circumcision,” Atlanta Journal-Constitution, July 19, 2010, p. B6.

43 R. Elchanan Wasserman, Kovez He’arot, Yevamot, no. 64, sec. 5, states that jux-
taposition of the use of fi ngernails for both havdalah and peri’ah in Pesikta Rabbati 
indicates that use of fi ngernails for peri’ah is a rabbinic requirement comparable to 
gazing at fi ngernails while reciting the appropriate blessing during havdalah.

44 See also R. Chaim Joseph David Azulai, Birkei Yosef, Yoreh De’ah 264:6. See 
also, R. Moshe Trachtman, Ma’aseh Hoshev, commentary on Minhat Hinnukh, no. 2 
(Israel, 5769), sec. 107, who posits a controversy between early-day authorities with 
regard to this issue. According to Ma’aseh Hoshev, Nemukei Yosef, Bava Mezi’a 16a, 
maintains that a two-step procedure is necessary whereas Tosafot, Gittin 41a, s.v. lisa, 
maintain that both procedures may be performed simultaneously.
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A diametrically opposed position is espoused by R. Moshe Schick, 
Teshuvot Maharam Shik, Yoreh De’ah, no. 240, and R. Shalom Mordecai 
Schwadron, Teshuvot Maharsham, I, no. 27. Both authorities maintain 
that uncovering and exposing the glans together with the corona is suffi -
cient even if the or ha-peri’ah is not torn. That position was advanced 
much earlier by R. Joseph Molko, Shulhan Gevoha, Yoreh De’ah 264:27, 
who describes the procedures used by mohalim in Salonika in performing 
milah and peri’ah simultaneously as well as the opposition aroused by that 
practice.45 Hence, according to those authorities, the medium used to 
remove the or ha-peri’ah is of no consequence. 

R. Hai Ga’on, Zivhei Zedek, I, no. 6, rules that the foreskin and the 
or ha-peri’ah may be severed simultaneously and reports that such was 
an ancient custom in “Babylonia.” Maharaz Hayes, however, under-
stands that source as describing a procedure in which the or ha-peri’ah 
is not removed in its entirety but in which the base of the or ha-peri’ah 
is subsequently retracted with the fi ngernail.46 Iggerot Mosheh, Yoreh 
De’ah, I, no. 155, cites a discussion in the Palestinian Talmud, Shabbat 
19:6, which he understands as supporting the position that both proce-
dures may be performed simultaneously. Iggerot Mosheh notes that hata-
fat dam brit can be performed only by means of an instrument. In light 
of the fact that peri’ah is a necessary condition of circumcision, hatafat 
dam brit must serve as a substitute for peri’ah as well as for excision of 
the foreskin. Hence, he concludes that, post factum, use of an imple-
ment rather than fi ngernails must not invalidate the circumcision. Ig-
gerot Mosheh fi nds no talmudic source indicating that use of fi ngernails 
is optimal; he regards the statement of Yalkut Shim’oni as descriptive 
rather than prescriptive.

 Of necessity, use of a clamp of any kind or of a laser device ren-
ders the two-step procedure of milah and peri’ah impossible. Ziz Eli’ezer, 
VIII, no. 28, sec. 2; X, no. 38; and XX, no. 52, sec. 2, fi nds the need for 
separate acts of milah and peri’ah to constitute suffi cient reason for ban-
ning use of the clamp. In vol. X, no. 38, Ziz Eli’ezer describes use of 

45 This also seems to be the novel view of Sefer Yere’im (Jerusalem, 5745), no. 19, 
and R. Menachem ha-Me’iri, Bet ha-Behirah, Yevamot 71b, who state that the com-
mandment concerning peri’ah was not given to Abraham because the membrane had 
already become retracted as a result of intercourse. See Bereshit Rabbah 47:10. See 
also R. Judah Aryeh Loewe of Prague, Gur Aryeh, Genesis 17:24. 

46 A similar and clearer explanation of the responsum of Rav Hai Ga’on is 
presented by Rabbi Klein, Mal ve-Lo Para, chap. 29. 
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a clamp not only as abrogation of the mizvah of peri’ah but, when per-
formed on Shabbat, since the circumcision is rendered invalid by absence 
of peri’ah, as an act of Sabbath desecration as well.47

VI. MEZIZAH – SUCTIONING OF BLOOD

Whether or not an act of mezizah, or suctioning blood from the site of 
the incision described by the Gemara, Shabbat 133a, is in the nature of a 
health measure or is integral to the act of circumcision has been a matter 
of signifi cant and ongoing controversy since the early part of the nine-
teenth century. The requirement for mezizah is separate and different 
from the requirement for dam brit in that, as recorded in Shulhan Arukh 
264:3, it requires the suction of blood from “distant places,” i.e., the 
drawing of blood in excess of what would be the usual fl ow of blood from 
the open wound. A review of the vast literature addressing that issue is 
beyond the scope of this endeavor. Suffi ce it to say that there can be no 
mezizah in conjunction with use of a clamp or a laser device. The hemo-
static nature of those procedures prevents bleeding and, even if it is pos-
sible to contrive minimal bleeding, the blood is certainly not drawn from 
“distant places.” Ziz Eli’ezer fi nds that the absence of mezizah, in itself, 
constitutes suffi cient grounds for banning all use of clamps. 

VII. CONCLUSION

Because of the considerations herein discussed, the possibility of employ-
ment of laser technology for performance of circumcision has been enter-
tained by rabbinic scholars only in instances of hemophilia.48 In recent 
years, available treatment has reduced the risks associated with such surgical 

47 See also Mal ve-Lo Para, chaps. 15-16.
48 Shevet ha-Levi, IX, no. 112, expresses reservations with regard to whether the 

commandment can be fulfi lled by means of a laser procedure but nevertheless advises 
that it be employed in cases of hemophilia if standard procedures are deemed to pres-
ent a danger. Shevet ha-Levi asserts that even if the mizvah is unfulfi lled the child will 
no longer be an arel who is disqualifi ed from eating terumah and partaking of the 
paschal sacrifi ce. Shevet ha-Levi apparently maintains that status as an arel depends 
upon the anatomical presence of a foreskin rather than upon fulfi llment of the mizvah. 
But, since the mizvah may not be fulfi lled by means of laser circumcision, he advises 
that the blessing “al ha-milah” not be pronounced but, since the child is no longer an 
arel, the blessing regarding entry into the covenant of Abraham should be recited.
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procedures to the point that circumcision is now recommended in 
cultures in which it is a standard practice. In light of reduced medical 
risks, current hemophilic therapy emphasizes social and cultural integra-
tion of hemophilic males into society as an important goal of hemophilic 
therapy.49

A number of studies have been published describing the protocols 
accepted by various medical centers in performing circumcision upon he-
mophiliacs.50 Those procedures rely primarily upon replacement therapy 
with factor concentrate51 and continued postoperative replacement ther-
apy for varying periods of time.52 Adjuvant hemostatic agents, i.e., fi brin 
glue53 and/or antifi brinolytics, are also commonly used. Consequently, 

49 K. Kavakli and L. M. Aledort, “Circumcision and Haemophilia: A Perspective,” 
Haemophilia, vol. 4, no. 1 (January, 1998), pp. 1-3 and B. Zulfi kar, M. I. Karaman 
and F. Ovali, Circumcision in Hemophilia: An Overview, World Federation of 
Hemophilia, no. 30 (July, 2003).

50 Those studies have been reviewed by C. Hermans, C. Altisent, A. Batorova et al., 
“Replacement Therapy for Invasive Procedures in Patients with Haemophilia: Litera-
ture Review, European Survey and Recommendations,” Haemophilia, vol. 15, no. 3 
(May, 2009), pp. 639-658.

51 In the past, there may have been reason to prefer laser surgery because of fear 
of contamination of the blood from which human albumin used in manufacture of 
the factor was derived. See Dr. Sodi Namis, Assia no. 57-58 (Kislav, 5757), p. 209. 
However, with the introduction in 1999 of nucleic acid amplifi cation (NAT) the safe-
ty of blood transfusions in the United States has dramatically improved. Additional 
methods for detecting platelets in blood were added in 2004. The risk of H.I.V. and 
hepatitis C virus transmission through blood transfusion is now one in 2,000,000 for 
the former and one in 500,000 for the latter. The risk of H.I.V. and hepatitis C for 
which NAT testing is not performed routinely is estimated at one in 200,000. See 
Susan L. Stramer, “Current Risks of Transfusion-Transmitted Agents: A Review,” 
Archives of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, vol. 131, no. 5 (May, 2007), 702-
707.

Of greater signifi cance is the fact that for a period of years, blood derivatives have 
been replaced by a form of sugar in producing the so-called “third generation” factor 
VIII employed in treatment of hemophilia.

52 At least one medical group has recently advocated use of bipolar scissors in 
medical circumcisions and regards that method as especially indicated in hemophilic 
patients. See R. Méndez-Gallart, E. Estévez, A. Bautista et al., “Bipolar Scissors Cir-
cumcision is a Safe, Fast, and Bloodless Procedure in Children,” Journal of Pediatric 
Surgery, vol. 44, no. 10 (October, 2009), 2048-2053. From a halakhic perspective, 
that method is defi cient because it completely eliminates bleeding.

53 Fibrin glue is a topical biological adhesive whose effect imitates the fi nal stages of 
coagulation. Its usefulness as a potent hemostatic agent in control of bleeding is well 
documented in plastic surgery, cardiovascular surgery, neurosurgery and otorhi-
nolaryngology and has been shown to be of value in circumcision of hemophiliacs. 
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the issue of laser circumcision is largely academic.54 But “A bet midrash 
without a novellum is impossible” (Hagigah 3a) and the issues as they 
relate, mutatis mutandis, to the use of the Gomco and the Mogen clamps 
are all too germane.

See U. Martinowitz, D. Varon, P. Jonas et al., “Circumcision in Hemophilia: The Use 
of Fibrin Glue for Local Hemostasis,” Journal of Urology, vol. 148, no. 3 (September, 
1992), pp. 855-857.

54 Curiously, Minhat Yizhak, IX, no. 89, seems to have heard reports that 
even laser circumcision requires coagulation agents and poses a danger to the child. 
Accordingly, he rules that the danger precludes circumcising a hemophiliac child. 
The issue of whether an adult who is willing to accept the danger may do so is 
discussed by Minhat Yizhak, I, no. 49.
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